GAME-CHANGER FOR COLD-WEATHER DRIVERS
Great for your vehicle and the whole fleet too!
Have you ever driven away with your block heater cord still plugged in? Ever have trouble plugging or unplugging your extension cord at below freezing temperatures? Do you know
anyone who has mobility issues?
The VoltSafe magnetic extension cord is a game changer! It eliminates the safety hazards and difficulties caused by standard extension cords. The magnetic force pulls the plug
together immediately activating power and then releases just as easily, leaving the plug’s entire surface completely safe to touch. No fear of electrocution, no danger of electrical fires
and no more driving off with your block heater still plugged in. Say goodbye to the drive of shame!
App Controlled Timer – Optimize your schedule and save money
Permanent Magnet – Reliable Quick Connect and Disconnect
Resilient Protective Cover – Flexible flap automatically snaps back in place
LED Indicator Light – Indicates when power is flowing
10ft Freeze Resistance Flexible Cable
Corrosion Resistant Contacts – Nickel-plated contacts resistant to oxidization

AES VOLTSAFE

ACE METHYL HYDRATE

KLF 984 | 1L
KLF 985 | 4L

BRAKE & ELECTRICAL
CONTACT CLEANER

KLF 325 | 627 grams

BATTERY SPRAY

HYDRAULIC JACK OIL

Industrial strength, multi-purpose cleaner.
Its advanced formula is super
concentrated, non-abrasive and readily
biodegradable.

High quality, paraffinic formulation
designed for long, trouble free
operation. Retards rust and oxidation.

KLF 184 | 900ml
KLF 186 | 4L

KLF 924

WD-40 multi-use products!

WDF 01110 | 3.78L Multi-Purpose
WDF 01111 | 311g Multi-Purpose
WDF 01627 | EZ-Reach 14oz

Non-flammable tire inflator that safely seals
and inflates tires instantly without removing
tire from car. Seals punctures up to 3/16”.
Performs below 0°C.

KLF 566

MULTI-KLEEN PLUS

WD-40 PRODUCTS

ROADSIDE TIRE SEAL

Deka Battery Terminal Protection
Spray (10 oz).

DEK 00320
Deka Battery Cleaner Spray
penetrates, loosens, and neutralizes
all acid corrosion deposits (15oz).

DEK 00321

RED "N" TACKY GREASE
MULTI-PURPOSE EP GREASE | NLGI GC-LB CERTIFIED
A Technical blend of lithium and polymers plus a heavy addition of "antiwear"/ "anti-seize" agents
Excellent for use in trucks, cars, and industrial and farm equipment, boat
trailers and wheel bearings
Provides high levels of temperature stability, chassis protection, resistance to
acid and alkali and resistance to rust and corrosions

LUC 20005-30 | 14oz Cartridge

ARCTIC PLUS ANTI-GEL

POLAR MAX ANTI-GEL

A comprehensive multi-purpose winter diesel additive with antigel that addresses critical performance issues. It reduces fuel
consumption, extends fuel system, engine & diesel particulate
filter life, prevents costly fuel pump, and injector repairs.

Super concentrated anti-gel for extreme cold. Contains cetane
and lubricity additives to make this product second to none on
performance. Cleans and unplugs fuel systems, prevents costly
fuel pump and injector repairs. Use summer fuel in the winter
and save!

DSG AP16 | 16oz
DSG AP32 | 32oz

DSG PM32 | 32oz

DIESEL MELT ANTI-GEL

FURNASAFE
In all heating oil furnaces to ensure efficiency.
When temperatures drop to below 0º C.
When you want to reduce heating costs.
Prevents water from accumulating.
Safely removes water from condensation.
Cleans nozzles & provides hotter flame.
Reduces foaming on tank refills.

Diesel Melt is an emergency fast-acting anti-gelling
treatment additive that is recommended for fuel that
has already gelled.

DSG DM16 | 16oz
DSG DM32 | 32oz

DSG FS32 | 32oz

KLONDIKE CLEARANCE
Moly Tac EP-2 Grease
An advanced lithium complex grease formulated with 3% molybdenum disulfide to
provide excellent lubricating qualities over a wide range of temperatures.

KLO KL-GR2830 | 397g
MD3 Automatic Transmission Fluid
Blended with premium base stocks and advanced additives that provide oxidation and thermal stability, friction
control, load-carrying ability, corrosion and wear protection.

KLO KL-TF1080 | 18.9L
KLONDIKE SAE 30 TDTO-4
Transmission and Drivetrain Fluid is specially designed for the needs of heavy duty mobile and stationary
equipment where Caterpillar TO-4 or Allison C-4 fluids are specified. Provides excellent operating and
maintenance benefits across a broad temperature range for increased efficiency, performance, and component
protection.

KLO KL-TF6280 | 18.9L

BATTERY HYDROMETER
Battery floats are calibrated using a lead weight, which
resists sulfuric acid corrosion. The weights are hand
made to assure consistency.
Accurate-range 1.100 to 1.3000
Direct Reading
No temperature tables required

G2S EZ-SP101

ANTI-FREEZE TESTER
Anti-freeze floats are calibrated using brass weights
to resist corrosion.
Range -12°C to -50°C
Direct reading, hot or cold
No temperature compensating
tables required

G2S EZ-SP102

REPLACEMENT HOSE ASSEMBLY

FRV I4C180FWFW

REPLACEMENT LP GAS
REGULATOR
FRV GR-338

TIGER TORCH

INFRARED THERMOMETER WITH LASER

The Tiger Torch is a heavy-duty torch designed for
many applications requiring intense heat. Outstanding
features include flame stability and perfect operation
in close quarters without flame suffocation. Flame is
not extinguished by drafts or high winds.

Infrared thermometer that
ranges from -50°C to 500°C.
Includes free 52220 1"dial
thermometer. Color Display.

TTL 95BREG-15FT

G2S MTC-52224-A-SP

6K LUMEN UTILITY LIGHT

BIG LARRY PRO

LUXTREME

Instantly upgrade garages, closets, basements and attics without
batteries, rewiring or changing the fixture. Powerful 6000 lumen light
fits in any standard household light socket. Panels are energy efficient
(only 60W) but are 600% brighter than a standard
60W bulb and can rotate 90 degrees so you
get light exactly where you need it!

Features a high-power, 500 lumen C•O•B
work light and red hazard flasher. Fully
rechargeable and equipped with 2
magnetic charging stations, ready to
handle any task at any time. The PRO also
has a powerful magnetic base and
adjustable steel clip for convenient handsfree lighting.

USB-C rechargeable
and features the
most advanced
optics. Its 500
lumens blasts light
up to 900 meters or
2,952 feet away!

NEB OTH-0001

NEB 6640

NEB OUTNEBFLT1008

10' OUTDOOR EXTENSION CORD

EXTREME COLD WEATHER EXTENSION CORD

10' 16/3 SJTW. Water & weather resistant, flame retardant and
made to work. Ideal for use with power tools, appliances and other
devices rated up to 13 amps. The strain-reliefs are oversized to
prevent the wire from separating from the plug and connector.

15' 16/3 SJTW. Provide outstanding performance in extreme climate
conditions at temperatures from -50°C up to +60°C. Provide superior
resistance to moisture, ozone, cracking, and are outstanding in
resistance to abuse, rough handling and wear.

ADC EC501610

ADC CW511615

ALL WEATHER LOCKING EXTENSION CORD

ALL WEATHER LOCKING EXTENSION CORD

14/3 SJEOW. Outstanding performance in extreme climate
conditions at temperatures from -50°C up to +105°C. Superior
resistance to oil, moisture, ozone, cracking, and are outstanding in
resistance to abuse, rough handling and wear.

12/3 SJEOW. Outstanding performance in extreme climate
conditions at temperatures from -50°C up to +105°C. Superior
resistance to oil, moisture, ozone, cracking, and are outstanding in
resistance to abuse, rough handling and wear.

ADC LT530825 | 25'
ADC LT530830 | 50'
ADC LT530835 | 100'

ADC LT530725 | 25'
ADC LT530730 | 50'
ADC LT530735 | 100'

WIRE SCRATCH BRUSH

CHOP SAW WHEEL

CUT OFF WHEELS

Toothbrush Style 3 x7 row stainless steel scratch brush.

14" x 3/32", 1" AH A 36 K
PSF-CHOP. 4400 RPM.

5"x.045" cut off wheel, 7.5" A.H
SG steel type 27.

PFD 85060

PFD 63163

Shoe handle style 4 x 16 row carbon steel scratch brush.

5"x.045" cut off wheel,
7.5" A.H SGP Steelox
type 1.

PFD 85033

PFD 69857

PFD 64492

RATCHET STRAPS

ROUND SLINGS

Heavy Duty Ratcheting Tie-Down Strap double J-Hooks. Certified Yellow nylon woven
strap.

Endless round sling configurations enable the user to rotate hook and load contact
points, resulting in increased sling longevity. Polyester round slings are made of
polyester core yarn covered by a seamless, tubular cover to eliminate the premature
rupturing of covers.

ADC RS102 | 1"X16'
ADC RS227-CE | 2"X27'

ADC TGRS036 | 6'
ADC TGRS037 | 8'
ADC TGRS038 | 10'
ADC TGRS039 | 12'

WEB SLINGS

WEB SLINGS

These Type 3, 2 Ply double eye web slings have a working load limits of: Vertical
3,100lbs, Chocker 2,480lbs, Basket 6,200lbs.

These Type 3, 2 Ply, double eye web slings have a working load limit of: Vertical
6,400lbs, Chocker 4,800lbs, Basket 12,800lbs.

ADC TGWS0104 | 1X4'
ADC TGWS0106 | 1X6'
ADC TGWS0108 | 1X8'
ADC TGWS0110 | 1X10'

ADC TGWS0208 | 2X8'
ADC TGWS0210 | 2X10'
ADC TGWS0212 | 2X12'
ADC TGWS0216 | 2X16'

PYLON

DELINEATOR POSTS

SILVER-STREAK METAL MARKER

28" Orange Traffic Cone
with 4" X 6" reflective
collar, 14" X 14" base,
weighs 7lbs.

43" high delineator posts with a black
rubber octagon base included,16.5"
wide X 1.5" high. Material is orange
polyethylene.

Ideal when highly-visible, torch-resistant marks are required
during metal layout and fabrication work. The unique reflective
lead is more visible through a welder's filter plate and will not
rub, burn or blow off like soapstone. Marks on all metal
surfaces including oily or wet. Refills available.

ADC TGTC-2803

ADC TGTD-4513

MKL 096107 | Holder with 6 Refills
MKL 096007 | 6 Refills

OLFA EXTRA HD UTILITY KNIFE H-1

OLFA STAINLESS STEEL SCRAPER

Extra heavy-duty utility knife features a ratchet wheel blade lock and rubber grip inset
for better handle control and a rubber grip inset for anti-slip handle control. Includes HB
blade, blade is made of high-quality carbon tool steel and designed for unparalleled
sharpness and superior edge retention.

Feature high-quality, stainless steel blades, and strong, durable handles to
efficiently tackle most conventional jobs.
Stainless steel blade is integrated into the handle and is not replaceable
Polypropylene acetone-resistant handle
Symmetrical shape for right- and left-hand use

OLF H-1 | Utility Knife
OLF HB-5B | 5pc Replacement Blade
OLF HB-20B | 20pc Replacement Blade

OLF SCR-L | SCR-L Wide Scraper

ENERGIZER INDUSTRIAL ALKALINE
BATTERY

ENERGIZER INDUSTRIAL
ALKALINE BATTERY

Strong long lasting Energizer
Alkaline battery. Available in AA and
AAA. Boxes of 24.

Strong long lasting Energizer Alkaline
Battery. Available in 9V, C, and D.
Boxes of 12.

ENE EN91 | AA
ENE EN92 | AAA

ENE EN22 | 9V
ENE EN93 | C
ENE EN95 | D

NATION WIDE GROUP 31
BATTERY

BARRICADE TAPE
3" X 1000' polyethylene tape.

NationWide 31T-GS-P8
battery.

ISB 31T-GS-P8

DRIVING
GLOVES
SAFETY VEST
CSA Z96-09 Class 2, Level 2
One Size
5-Point Tear Away

ADC TGCT3X1000CAUTION | "CAUTION"
ADC TGCT3X1000DANGER | "DANGER"
ADC TGCT3X1000DDNE-B | "DANGER, DO NOT ENTER"

PIONEER SAFETY VEST
Flame resistance
Non-conductive concealed snaps
D ring access slot
Available in sizes S-4XL

AUTOMATIC BATTERY
CHARGER/ENGINE STARTER
250A/125A Engine Start, 40A/20A
Boost, and 62A Charge/Maintain
Compatible with standard, AGM, gel,
and deep-cycle batteries
4-gauge output cables remain flexible
in cold weather

SCH SC1352

WELDING JACKET
Cow Split Leather
Button Closure, 2 Pockets
Resists: Abrasion, Heat and
Flame

ADC TGW-102 | L,XL,2XL

HARDHAT LINER
Winter liners give you added protection
in cold conditions or on windy days.
Can be worn with caps, hats, welding
helmets, hard hats or alone. Flame
resistant outer shell. Twill outer layer,
sheep thermal lined and full neck flap.

ADC TGVEST005

JET V2540050

SCN SAM455

DRIVING GLOVES

94002 RED BARON

9545TPR SCAPE GOAT

Full-grain cowhide leather
Drivers style
Slip-on cuff with shirred elastic
wrist
Unlined

WAT 1653 | L,XL

Heavy Sherpa lining keeps hands
warm in cold conditions
Smooth full-grain cowhide leather
Full leather index finger, hooded
fingertips, knuckle bar and pulse
protector

WAT 94002 (M,L,XL,XXL)

3M Thinsulate™ C100 lining
Full-grain goatskin leather
Heavy duty rubber on back of
hand, fingers and wrist
Drivers style with keystone
thumb

WAT 9545TPR | M,L,XL

